X1® to Offer X1 Search® at Discounted Rate to Help Meet COVID-19
Mandated Remote Work Requirements
X1 Making the Industry’s Leading Desktop Productivity Technology More Accessible for Remote Workers
Globally During Crisis

(LOS ANGELES, CA) - March 19, 2020 – X1®, the global leader in enterprise-class, distributed data
discovery and compliance software, today announced the availability of its flagship X1 Search® desktop
productivity application at a heavily discounted rate in an effort to help global remote workers improve
their ability to work efficiently with little to no impact on virtual private network (VPN) or company
network bandwidth. Available now through April 30, 2020, X1 is seeking to help knowledge workers
adjust to a new reality of working remotely for the foreseeable future without placing additional load on
already-stressed company budgets or corporate networks and IT departments.
Rated the Top Desktop Search Application by users on G2, X1 Search provides users the fastest, simplest
way to find and work with the exact information they need, yet otherwise struggle to find. By providing
the fastest access to documents and email, X1 Search unlocks the potential to dramatically improve
productivity and allow employees to function at their highest level – no matter where they are.
“Businesses and organizations are trying to adjust to the new reality of a remote workforce that could
last for some time to come,” said Craig Carpenter, CEO of X1. “When we brainstormed about how we
could help, it dawned on us that those workers without great desktop search will struggle to adjust to
the ‘new normal’ of working remotely. Knowing our software can help in just such a situation, we want
to make X1 Search even more accessible to anyone who needs to find the right information quickly to do
their jobs remotely.”
X1 Search’s powerful, unique capabilities include the following:
●
●

●

Massive productivity gains from being able to search email, attachments, calendars, contacts,
SharePoint® and OneDrive® instantly, with “fast-as-you-type” results;
Search results include data in cloud repositories like Box®, AWS® and OneDrive alongside email,
files, and SharePoint content, reaping the benefits of a ‘single-pane-of-glass’ view for business
content; and
Little to no impact on corporate VPNs or company networks as the system is querying the local
index on the user’s laptop, desktop or workstation.

“In the current climate we are in, it has never been so important to have a reliable search software such
as X1 that can seamlessly transition from office to remote work without losing any of its capabilities,”
said Elliot Sagor, Partner at Mintz & Gold LLP. “X1 has far exceeded any other software I have tried. Not
only is the keyword search so unbelievably easy, but you can also set up and save customized searches
in particular folders. I strongly recommend X1 for anyone who stores research and data they need to
access - wherever they may be working.”

For further information, please visit www.X1.com. Take advantage of this discounted rate here.
About X1
X1 makes enterprise information actionable, in-place wherever it resides, for eDiscovery, GRC, privacy or
productivity purposes. With more than 600,000 users in 20,000 different organizations globally, X1
solutions address our clients’ and users’ mission-critical needs every day. Please contact X1 at
info@x1.com or visit www.x1.com for more information.
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